Abstract-Aiming at the issues of random delay and delay uncertainty of the control information network, a kind of network remote closed-loop control structure based on virtual reality simulation is proposed. The method in accordance with the idea of open-loop system to achieve closed-loop control make the influence of network latency excluded real-time little closed-loop control system of controlled object value and no effect on the characteristics of the controlled object. Simulation results show that the structure of the remote control system has good dynamic quality and reduce the impact of network delay aspects to the system dynamics characteristics. It is a reference idea to the remote real-time closed-loop control.
INTRODUCTION
The network control system is the extension of the control distance, the long-distance transmission of control signals will inevitably bring about the delay of the signal [1] [2] . Remote control system with Internet based on TCP/IP protocol as a means of information transfer can be achieved the purpose for control equipment connected to any node within the Internet at any time, any place [3] [4] [5] .Remote control system based on control information network actually is pulled away the both ends of control system, between the controller and the controlled object across a computer network to do the information transmission, but in such a system, the basic requirements of the control system has not changed, only increased the difficulty of control [6] .
The experiments show that the larger delay produced a certain time delay and uncertainty during transfer in the Internet information, which will allow the entire system to control quality seriously deteriorated, and it's a bottleneck problem of impact the development of remote control technology based on Internet [7] . In order to relief the impact of network latency on system performance, we must seek new control concepts from the basic principles of the control
system.
An open, interactive and realistic virtual environment created by virtual reality technology make people immersed in virtual reality to make decisions on changes in the environment based on virtual environments provided by virtual reality and to impact the virtual environment [8] . In the "real" virtual environment, the input is a set of virtual parameters, the output is another set of virtual parameters, the two parameters linked accordance with a set relationship, the operator can respond to the input parameters timely.
Because the technology has a good "reality" and "forward-looking", this paper used the virtual reality simulation applied to network remote control structures and accordance with the idea of open-loop system to achieve closed-loop control make the impact of network latency out of real-time closed-loop control system of the controlled object value. It's weak effectively the impact of network latency on the performance of the entire control system.
II. THE THREE CLOSED-LOOP REMOTE CONTROL STRUCTURES BASED ON VIRTUAL REALITY TECHNOLOGY

A. System Architecture
Transmission delay link of the network makes the time lag existed between remote operations and controlled object, there are difference between the operations can be based on parameters and needs based on the parameters resulting in the decision-making accuracy and the effectiveness of instruction. Shown in Figure 1 , you can build a virtual operating environment for the remote operator by means of the actual controlled object and its control parameters of simulation model. In this environment, the simulation charged object is located in a remote client and no network transmission delay between the remote operators, the operator can real-time operation to the simulation charged objects. And at the same time the control
imposed in the simulation charged objects delivery to the actual controlled object over the Internet and taken back continually the actual status virtual environment is the applications target of virtual reality technology in the remote control.
B. Application examples of Virtual Simulation Environment
In order to describe clearly the application background of virtual reality simulation, we made the application example shown in Figure 2 based on the virtual simulation environment. The left half of the figure is the remote operator to create a virtual simulation environment based on virtual reality ideas, including the display part and the control panel part, of course, this is a simple virtual reality environment, obviously, all the advantage of technology allowing operators into the reality and the technology and equipment facilitate operator to make a judgment and final operation can be used to create more complex and better functions virtual reality. The operating handle in the control panel in the figure is only a schematic which mainly used to describe a method based on virtual reality simulation environment remote control.
As shown in Figure 2 , the schematic is a system for target tracking and the implementation of the fight against by a game controller in the control panel (one can shake the handle on the right control panel), the launch button (two buttons on the left control panel) and control objects in the operation display interface. First of all, the system achieve the control objects and target of virtual reality association to the actual control objects and target, that is virtual reality can be more true response to the physical environment, followed instructions in the control panel to be able to timely apply to the control object of actual environment. the both ends at dumbbell to modify continuously running parameters and status of virtual simulation system at the other end of dumbbell structure which make the running state of simulation system and actual system similar or even identical, while operator to virtual simulation running state of one end of system based on dumbbell structure to decide the next control instruction and judge the running state of the charged object and actual object whether identified according by running result of both ends of dumbbell structure, and judge actual system whether running normal in accordance with operating desired way. Therefore, in the three closed-loop remote control system, the operator can be give the required control instructions based on virtual simulation system and ultimately achieve the purpose of remote real-time control. See, the key to the system is how to create a virtual closed-loop architecture and network delay model, that is to establish a closed-loop control system of practical charged objects and their parameters, at the same time, to establish another set of the controlled object model as virtual real controlled object, then make the remote control "immersed" in the virtual reality of the controlled object model operate the controlled object model in virtual reality, while sent the operating instructions to the actual controlled object to achieve the purpose of real-time remote control the controlled object. In order to achieve the purpose of real-time control must be sent the state of the actual system into a virtual reality, so that controller can not only be implement real-time operating based on the object model in virtual reality, but also can monitor and compare the actual running state of the actual controlled object constantly 
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V. CONCLUSION
For the network closed-loop system of human controller as the study object combined with human characteristics as well as the requirements of network closed-loop control system, A method based on virtual reality simulation network remote closed-loop control was proposed. In this control structure, the idea of achieve closed-loop control in
accordance with the open-loop system to exclude the impact of network delay on real-time closed-loop control system of the controlled object control value and no effect on the characteristics of controlled object; the charged object remote simulation system based on virtual reality simulation makes the object of fast, real-time remote control has been based; virtual reality simulation system itself constantly updated according with the actual environment changes to ensure that based on the virtual reality remote control has a certain authenticity. Simulation results show that the remote control system with this structure has good dynamic quality and reduced the impact of network delay links on the system dynamics characteristics which a reference ideas to the remote real-time closed-loop control.
